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Abstract Under the assumption that numbers of data that are encrypted and decrypted are sufficiently large and
final decryption results of individual data can be publicly disclosed, a simplified mechanism for imp lementing reencryption type verifiable mix-nets is proposed. Different fro m already proposed mechanisms, in wh ich mix-servers
prove their honest encryptions while concealing their encryption parameters, mix-servers in the proposed scheme
simply disclose their aggregate encryption parameter values. As a consequence anyone can verify encryption results
without interacting with mix-servers. Also, its primary verification procedures examine only aggregate behavior of
mix-servers, in other words, it does not examine correct encryptions of individual data. Therefore computation
volumes required for mix-servers to prove their correct behaviors are reduced substantially. In addition, the proposed
scheme can cope with various attacks from malicious entities more effectively than optimistic verifiable mix-nets
that also examine only aggregate behaviors of mix-nets.
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1. Introduction
Verifiable mix-net M consists of mult iple mutually
independent mix-servers that shuffle, encrypt and decrypt
given data so that no one can know correspondences
between inputs and outputs of M while ensuring the
honest handlings of the data, and it plays impo rtant roles
in e-voting systems, i.e. when M shuffles, encrypts and
decrypts votes put in it, voters can conceal their votes
fro m others so that they can preserve their privacies and
protect themselves from coercers. In addition participants
of elections can convince themselves that individual votes
are correctly counted [13,14,15]. Same kind of situations
occur also in other important applications e.g. in e-poll
systems, and various schemes had been proposed to
implement verifiable mix-nets [5-10,12]. However, to
convince participants honest behaviors of mix-nets while
preserving privacies of data owners many existing
mechanis ms rely on zero knowledge proofs (ZKPs) [2,3]
that require nu mbers of interactions between mix-nets and
verifiers so that mix-servers can conceal their encryption
parameters. Also in cases where participants cannot
completely trust verification results made by other entities,
mix-nets must prove their honesties to participants
individually. In addition, in some schemes behaviors of
mix-servers about honest handlings of data must be
examined individually, and they are not efficient enoug h
to handle large volu me of data.
To make verifiable mix-nets practical enough for even
large-scale applications, this paper proposes a simp lified
mechanis m for ensuring honest behaviors of mix-nets
under the assumption that numbers of data are sufficiently
large and final decryption results of indiv idual data can be
disclosed (this assumption is satisfied in e -voting systems,

i.e. in e-voting systems individual votes are finally
disclosed so that participants can know elect ion winners).
In the proposed mechanism, to prove honest behaviors of
mix-nets, indiv idual mix-servers simp ly disclose their
encryption parameters in their aggregated forms. Also, the
mechanis m examines only aggregated behaviors of mixservers; in other words, it does not examine individual
data. Therefore, comp licated verificat ion processes can be
removed, and more importantly, because mix-servers do
not need to participate in verificat ion processes anyone
can easily verify behaviors of mix-nets while examin ing
them by itself without interacting with mix-nets. Then the
mechanis m works efficiently even in environ ments where
participants cannot trust verification results made by other
entities. In addition, when co mpared with optimistic
verifiable mix-nets that also examine only aggregated
behaviors of mix-servers [7], the proposed mechanism
handles various attacks from malicious entities more
effectively.

2. Re-encryption Mix-nets
Re-encryption type mix-net M consists of mult iple
mutually independent mix-servers S 1 , S 2 , ---, S Q that are
arrayed in re -encryption and decryption stages as shown in
Figure 1, so that entities P1 , P2 , ---, PN that put their data
D1 , D2 , ---, DN can conceal correspondences between the
data and outputs of M fro m anyone including even P1 , P2 ,
---, PN themselves. In the figure, {y q = g xq mod p , xq } is mixserver S q ’s encryption and decryption key pair of an
ElGamal encryption function, where integers g and p are
publicly known and common to all data, and encryption
key y q is publicly disclosed but decryption key xq is the
secret of Sq . y1 y2 ---y Q = g x1+x2+ --- +xQ mod p = g x* mod p = y * is a
common public encryption key.
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Firstly in the re -encryption stage, each Pj encrypts its
data Dj by publicly known co mmon encryption key y *
while using its secret integer a j , i.e. Dj is encrypted to
{g aj mod p , Dj y * aj mod p }. Then, mix-servers S 1 , S 2 , ---, S Q
repeatedly re-encrypt {g aj mod p , Dj y * aj mod p } to {g aj+k1j+k2j+ --+kQj
kj*(Q)
aj+k1j+k2j+ --- +kQj
kj*(Q)
mod p = g
mod p , Dj y*
mod p = Dj y *
mod
p }, while generating their secret integers k1j , k2j , ---, kQj .
Namely, S 1 calculates {g aj+k1j mod p = g kj*(1)mod p , Dj y *aj+k1j mod
kj*(1)
aj
aj
p = Dj y *
mod p } based on {g mod p , Dj y* mod p } received
fro m Pj and forwards it to S 2 while shuffling it with other
re-encryption results, S 2 calculates {g aj+k1j+k2j mod p =
g kj*(2)mod p , Dj y * aj+k1j+k2j mod p = Dj y * kj*(2)mod p } from {g kj*(1)mod
kj*(1)
p , Dj y *
mod p } and forwards it to S 3 of course wh ile
shuffling it with other results, and finally S Q calculates
{g kj*(Q)mod p , Dj y *kj*(Q)mod p } to put the result in the 1st
bulletin board (BB). Where, BB is a memory of wh ich
contents can be read by anyone at any time. In the
remainder, notation (mod p) is o mitted.

Figure 1. Re-encryption Mix-net

In the decryption stage, mix-servers S Q , S Q-1 , ---, S 1
simp ly decrypts the re-encrypted form {g kj*(Q), Dj y *kj*(Q)}
to Dj by their secret decryption keys xQ , xQ-1 , ---, x1 , i.e.
fro m {g kj*(Q), Dj y *kj*(Q)}, S Q calculates {g kj*(Q),
--Dj y *kj*(Q)/g(kj*(Q))(xQ)}
=
{g kj*(Q),
Dj g (x1+
+xQ)kj*(Q) (kj*(Q))(xQ)
kj*(Q)
{x1+ --- +x(Q-1)}kj*(Q)
/g
} = {g
, Dj g
} by
using its secret decryption key xQ , S Q-1 that knows its
secret key xQ-1 calculates {g kj*(Q), Dj g {x1+ --- +x(Q1)}kj*(Q) (kj*(Q))(x(Q-1))
/g
} = {g kj*(Q), Dj g {x1+ --- +x(Q-2)}kj*(Q)}, and
S Q-2 , ---, S 1 repeat the same operations until S 1 calculates
Dj g (x1)(kj*(Q))/g (kj*(Q))(x1) = Dj to put the result in the 2nd BB.
Here, although it is assumed that individual decryption
results are publicly d isclosed in the 2nd BB, no one except
Pj can know Dj that Pj owns unless all mix-servers
conspire because anyone does not know all decryption
keys x1 , x2 , ---, xQ , in addition, no one including Pj itself
can know the correspondence between Dj owned by Pj and
{g kj*(Q), Dj y *kj*(Q)} in the 1st BB or decryption result Dj in
the 2nd BB either except the case where Dj is unique to Pj
because each Sq in the re-encryption stage shuffles {g kj*(q),
Dj y *kj*(q)} with other re -encryption results.
It must be noted that mix-servers in the decryption
stage do not shuffle their decryption results, i.e. even if
decryption results are shuffled anyone can identify the
correspondence between input {g kj*(Q), Dj g (x1+ --- +xq)kj*(Q)}
and output {gkj*(Q), Dj g {x1+ --- +x(q-1)}kj*(Q)} of S q by tracing
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g kj*(Q) included in them. Also, although mix-servers in
Figure 1 are arrayed as SQ , S Q-1 , ---, S 1 in the decryption
stage, they can be arrayed in an arbit rary order because
ElGamal encryption functions are co mmutative. Moreover,
S 1 , S 2 , ---, S Q in the re-encryption stage can be replaced
with any entit ies because anyone knows common
encryption key y * .

3. An Approach to Verifying Honest
Behaviors of Mix-servers
A problem in re -encryption mix-nets is that because no
one knows all decryption keys and each integer kqj is a
secret of mix-server S q no single entity can notice even if
mix-servers carry out their re-encryptions or decryptions
dishonestly, despite that each Sq in the re-encryption or the
decryption stage can easily forge consistent re-encryption
or decryption forms arbit rarily (encryption keys y 1 , y 2 , ---,
y Q and y * are publicly known). But fortunately, this
problem can be solved as follo ws [5-10]. Namely, if S q
had honestly calculated {g kj*(q), Dj y *kj*(q)} from {g kj*(q-1),
Dj y *kj*(q-1)}, α = g kj*(q)/g kj*(q-1) = gkqj and β =
Dj y *kj*(q)/(Dj y* kj*(q-1)) = y *kqj must be equal to g and y * to
the power of same S q ’s secret integer kqj (in the remainder,
pair {, } with this property is called DDH pair). In
other words, verifier V that verifies honest behaviors of
mix-servers can confirm that S q had honestly calculated
re-encrypted form {g kj*(q), Dj y *kj*(q)} by examin ing
whether S q knows kqj that satisfies relations = g kqj and β
= y * kqj or not.
Usually ZKP schemes are used to enable S q to convince
verifier V it knows kqj that makes {, β} a DDH pair
without disclosing kqj itself, but ZKPs require nu mbers of
challenges and responses between V and mix-servers
which degrade performances of the mix-net. In addition,
S q must prove its correct operations to participants
individually if the participants cannot trust V. To simplify
verification procedures and remove necessity that Sq must
prove its honesty to participants individually, each mixserver S q in the proposed mechanism simply discloses its
secrets kq1 , kq2 , ---, kqN in their aggregated form.
Firstly, it must be noted that if {g kqj , y* kqj } and {g kqh ,
kqh
y * } are DDH pairs their product {gkqj+kqh , y*kqj+kqh } is
also a DDH pair. Therefore product of all inputs and that
of all outputs of mix-server S q must constitute a DDH pair
when S q is honest. Then, as in optimistic verifiable mixnets [7], p rovided that κq = kq1 +kq2 + --- +kqN , the proposed
mechanis m calcu lates the product of all inputs of S q , i.e.
{g k1*(q-1)+k2*(q-1)+ --- +kN*(q-1), D1 D2 --- DN y *k1*(q-1)+k2*(q-1)+ --+kN*(q-1)
}, and that of all outputs of S q , i.e. {g k1*(q)+k2*(q)+ --+kN*(q)
, D1 D2 --- DN y * k1*(q)+k2*(q)+ --- +kN*(q)}, to examine
whether α = g k1*(q)+k2*(q)+ --- +kN*(q)/g k1*(q-1)+k2*(q-1)+ --- +kN*(q-1)
= g κq and β = D1 D2 --- DN y *k1*(q)+k2*(q)+ --- +kN*(q)/D1 D2 --DN y *k1*(q-1)+k2*(q-1)+ --- +kN*(q-1) = y *κq constitute a DDH pair
or not, and when Sq is determined as dishonest, it is forced
to re-encrypt its inputs again.
An important thing is although integers kq1 , kq2 , ---, kqN
are secrets of Sq , Sq can disclose their sum κq if N (the
number of data) is sufficiently large. Namely, because S q
assigns different secret values to kq1 , kq2 , ---, kqN , it is
computationally in feasible for entit ies other than S q to
know kqj fro m κq . Then, each mix-server Sq in the
proposed mechanism simply discloses sum κq when it had
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re-encrypted all inputs. As a consequence, without the
participation of Sq , anyone can convince itself that Sq is
honest by calculating g κq and y*κq based on κq that Sq had
disclosed and by examining relat ions α = g κq and β = y*κq .
Here, the assumption that N is sufficiently large is
essential, i.e. if N is small entit ies can easily identify
correspondences between input {g kj*(q-1), Dj y *kj*(q-1)} and
output {g kj*(q), Dj y *kj*(q)}, in other words, can know kq1 , kq2 ,
---, kqN by calculating Y(j, h) = g kh*(q)/g kj*(q-1) for each
possible pair (j, h) to examine whether relat ion y * κq = Y(1,
h 1 )Y(2, h 2 ) --- Y(N, h N ) holds or not. But it is practically
impossible when N is large enough, i.e. the number of
combinations is N!.
In the above, if the product of all inputs and that of all
outputs of whole mix-net M are examined, it is not
necessary for V to verify mix-servers individually, but
examinations of individual mix-servers make dishonest
entity identificat ion processes simple as will be discussed
in Sec. 5.

encrypted form {g aj , Dj y * aj }, and by this feature the
proposed mechanism can easily avoid relation attacks [4,
11], wh ich optimistic verifiable mix-nets cannot cope with
well, as discussed in Sec. 6. Here, anyone can confirm the
honest calculation of the check-code wh ile not knowing Dj
itself without using additional mechanisms such as ZKPs
as will be discussed later.

4. Detecting Disrupted Data
It must be noted that if input and output pairs of mixnet M are not examined individually as in the previous
section mix-server S q can disrupt data without being
detected by others. Namely, even if S q re-encrypts 2 inputs
{g kj*(q-1), Dj y * kj*(q-1)} and {g kh*(q-1), Dh y *kh*(q-1)}, wh ich
correspond to data Dj and Dh owned by entities Pj and Ph ,
to {g kj*(q), UDj y * kj*(q)} and {g kh*(q), (Dh /U)y * kh*(q)} wh ile
generating integer U arbitrarily, pair {g kj*(q)+kh*(q)/gkj*(q1)+kh*(q-1)
= g kqj+kqh , (UDj )(Dh /U)y * kj*(q)+kh*(q)/Dj Dh y*kj*(q1)+kh*(q-1)
= y * kqj+kqh } is still a DDH pair. In the same way,
even if S q re-encrypts the above 2 inputs into {g kj*(q),
Dj y *kj*(q-1)y* kqh } and {g kh*(q), Dh y *kh*(q-1)y* kqj }, pair
{g kj*(q)+kh*(q)/gkj*(q-1)+kh*(q-1) = g kqj+kqh , Dj Dh y *kj*(q-1)+kqh+kh*(q1)+kqj
/Dj Dh y*kj*(q-1)+kh*(q-1) = y *kqh+kqj } is still a DDH pair.
These dishonesties of S q can be detected when individual
decryption results are disclosed in the 2nd BB, i.e.
decryption results (UDj ), (Dh /U), Dj y * kqh-kqj or Dh y* kqj-kqh
may beco me meaningless. But the probability that they
have mean ings is not 0. In addit ion more seriously, Pj and
Ph , the owners of data Dj and Dh , may put meaningless
data from the beginning. Therefore, a mechanis m that
enables any entity to determine whether the decryption
results are disrupted by mix-servers or not is necessary.
In an optimistic verifiable mix-net [7], to detect
disrupted decryption results, entity Pj encrypts Dj to {g aj ,
Dj y * aj } = {ω, ς} and calculates hash value h(ω, ς) = Hj as a
check-code for verify ing valid ity of the decryption result,
then constructs triple (Dj ) = <{g j , ωy *j }, {g j , ςy*j },
{g j , Hj y * j }>, in other words, encrypts elements in triple
{ω, ς, Hj } individually. After that, mix-servers re-encrypts
and decrypts (Dj ) instead of {ω, ς}, and they convince
others that decrypted results are not disrupted by showing
consistent check-code Hj in each decrypted form (Dj ), i.e.
h(ω, ς) is an one-way function and no one other than Pj
can generate consistent triple {ω, ς, Hj }. Then finally, {ω,
ς} is decrypted to Dj .
The proposed scheme explo its unknown random
numbers generated before the re-encryption stage as
shown in Figure 2. When compared with optimistic
verifiable mix-nets, an advantage is a check-code attached
to data Dj is calculated from Dj itself instead of its

Figure 2. Unknown random number generation stage

Firstly, entity Pj , the owner of data Dj , generates its
secret integers uj and b j , encrypts uj to {gbj , u jy *bj } and
calculates Dj uj , and mix-server S 1 that receives pair <{g bj ,
u j y*bj }, Dj uj > fro m Pj (it must be noted that under the
strong RSA assumption it is computationally infeasible for
S 1 to know Dj or u j from Dj uj ) generates its secret integers
r1j and s1j and calculates pair <{g bj+s1j , = g sj*(1), u j r1j y* bj+s1j =
u j r1j y* sj*(1)}, {g r1j , (Dj uj y* )r1j = Dj (uj)(r1j)y* r1j }>. In the same
way, S q that receives pair <{g bj+s1j+ --- +s(q-1)j = gsj*(q-1), (u j r1j --r(q-1)j )y *bj+s1j+ --- +s(q-1)j = (u j r1j ---r(q-1)j )y *sj*(q-1)}, {g (r1j)---(r(q-1)j),
= g rj*(q-1), Dj (uj)(r1j)---(r(q-1)j)y* (r1j)---(r(q-1)j) = Dj (uj)(r1j)---(r(q-1)j)y* rj*(q1)
}> fro m Sq-1 calculates <{g bj+s1j+ --- +sqj = g sj*(q), (u j r1j ---r(qbj+s1j+ --- +sqj
= (u j r1j ---rqj )y * sj*(q)}, {g (r1j)---(rqj) = g rj*(q),
1)j )rqj y*
(uj)(r1j)---(r(q-1)j) (r1j)---(r(q-1)j) rqj
(Dj
y*
) = Dj (uj)(r1j)---(rqj)y * (r1j)---(r(qj) =
(uj)(r1j)---(rqj) rj*(q)
Dj
y*
)>, wh ile generating its secret integers rqj
and sqj , and last mix-server S Q calcu lates pair <{g sj*(Q),
(u j r1j ---rQj )y *sj*(Q) = Rj y *sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj y* rj*(Q)}> . Then,
while using A that is a constant integer common and
known to all participants, Pj puts triple <{g aj , Dj y * aj },
{g sj*(Q), Rj y *sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q), DA Dj Rj y* rj*(Q) = Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q) }>
in mix-net M instead of {g aj , Dj y * aj }, and based on integers
kqj , t qj and vqj which are secrets of each mix-server S q , M
re-encrypts it to triple <{g aj+k1j+ --- +kQj = gkj*(Q), Dj y* aj+k1j+ --+kQj
= Dj y* kj*(Q)} , {g sj*(Q)+t1j+ --- +tQj = gtj*(Q), Rj y* sj*(Q)+t1j+ --+tQj
= Rj y *tj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q)+v1j+ --- +vQj = g vj*(Q), Dj Rj+A y* rj*(q)+v1j+ -- +vQj
= Dj Rj+Ay *vj*(Q)}> while shuffling it with other data.
Therefore, when mix-servers in M behave honestly, the reencrypted form of Dj is decrypted to triple <{g kj*(Q), Dj },
{g tj*(Q), Rj }, {g vj*(Q), Dj Rj+A }>, i.e. regardless that Dj has
mean ings or not, the decrypted triple is valid only when
Dj Rj+A is calculated as Dj to the power of Rj +A.
As a consequence, to dishonestly re-encrypt the
previous 2 trip les that correspond to Dj and Dh to <{A 1 (j,
q), A 2 (j, q)}, {B1 (j, q), B2 (j, q)}, {C1 (j, q), C2 (j, q)}> and
<{A 1 (h, q), A 2 (h, q)}, {B1 (h, q), B2 (h, q)}, {C1 (h, q), C2 (h,
q)}> without being detected by others, provided that they
are finally decrypted to trip les <{A 1 (j, Q), Γ j }, {B1 (j, Q),
Ωj }, {C1 (j, Q), j }> and <{A 1 (h, Q), Γ h }, {B1 (h, Q), Ωh },
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{C1 (h, Q), h }> respectively, S q must define integers Γ j ,
Ωj , j , Γ h , Ωh and h so that relations Γ jΩj+A = j and
Γ hΩh+A = h hold. But it is impossible unless Sq conspires
with all other mix-servers and Pj and Ph . Namely,
although Sq must know integers Rj = u j r1j r2j ---rQj and Rh =
u h r1h r2h ---rQh to calculate Ωj and Ωh consistently, rzj , rzh , u j
and u h are secrets of S z, Pj and Ph respectively. Here, it
must be noted that the mechanis m d iscussed in this section
works when it is combined with the one discussed in Sec.
3, e.g. without the mechanism in Sec.3, mix-server S q that
knows encryption key y * can re -encrypt the above triples
that correspond to Dj and Dh at their will so that their final
decryption results satisfy Γ jΩj+A = j and Γ hΩh+A = h .
But 2 problems must be taken into account. The 1st
problem is even if mix-servers in the re-encryption stage
had honestly re-encrypted their all inputs, each mix-server
in the decryption stage can forge its output triples at th eir
will in ways that they are finally decrypted to consistent
triples because encryption keys y1 , y 2 , ---, y Q and y * are
public known. For examp le, S q that receives triple <{g kj*(Q),
Dj g (x1+ --- +xq)kj*(Q)}, {g tj*(Q), Rj g (x1+ --- +xq)tj*(Q)}, {g vj*(Q),
Dj Rj+A g (x1+ --- +xq)}vj*(Q)}> fro m S q+1 can decrypt it to <{g z1 ,
Γ j (y 1y 2 ---y q-1 )z1 = Γ j g {x1+ --- +x(q-1)}z1 }, {g z2 , Ωj g {x1+ --- +x(q1)}z2
}, {g z3 , j g {x1+ --- +x(q-1)}z3 } while arb itrarily defin ing
integers z1 , z2 , z3 , Γ j , Ωj and j so that relation Γ jΩj+A = j
holds. Also, if last mix-server S Q that is conspiring with
1st mix-server S 1 rep laces one of re -encrypted result in the
1st BB with Θ(Dj ) = <{g aj+γ , Dj y * aj+γ }, {g sj*(Q)+δ ,
Rj y * sj*(Q)+δ }, {g rj*(Q)+ε, Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)+ε}>, because it is
decrypted to consistent value Dj and mix-servers in the
decryption stage do not shuffle their decryption results, S Q
can know Dj , the secret of Pj (S Q can easily calcu late
Θ(Dj ) if S 1 informs it of <{g aj , Dj y * aj }, {g sj*(Q), Rj y * sj*(Q)},
{g rj*(Q), Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)}> put by Pj ). Here, it may be possible
to make each encryption key yq as Sq ’s secret, but
common encryption key y * must be publicly d isclosed,
and at least 1st mix-server S Q in the decryption stage can
dishonestly forge its decryption results at its will as above.
Therefore, honest behaviors of the decryption stage also
must be verified.
Correct decryptions of data in the decryption stage also
can be verified in the same way as in Sec. 3. Firstly S 1 a
representative of mix-servers calculates g a1 g a2 --- g aN =
g a1+a2+ --- +aN based on inputs from P1 , P2 , ---, PN , and asks
each S q to calculate and disclose Gq = g (a1+a2+ --- +aN)xq =
y q a1+a2+ --- +aN . After that verifier V calculates Gq y qκ1+κ2+ --+κQ
= y q a1+a2+ --- +aN+κ1+κ2+ --- +κQ = y q k1*(Q)+k2*(Q)+ --- +kN*(Q) for
each q, where V can know each sum κq = kq1 +kq2 + --- +kqN
because it is already disclosed in the re-encryption stage
by Sq , also entities other than Pj cannot know y * aj fro m
g a1+a2+ --- +aN . Then, it is straightforward for anyone to
determine whether q-1 = D1 D2 --- DN g {x1+ --- +x(q1)}{k1*(q)+k2*(Q)+ --- +kN*(Q)}
, a product of all decryption results
of S q , is honestly calculated fro m q = D1 D2 --- DN g (x1+ --+xq){k1*(q)+k2*(Q)+ --- +kN*(Q)}
, a product of all inputs of S q , or
not. Namely, it is enough to confirm relations q /q-1 =
g xq{k1*(Q)+k2*(Q)+ --- +kN*(Q)} = Gq y q κ1+κ2+ --- +κQ and
g k1*(Q)+k2*(Q)+ --- +kN*(Q) = Gq g κ1+κ2+ --- +κQ . In the same way,
anyone easily can verify decryption results of {g tj*(Q),
Rj g (x1+ --- +xq)tj*(Q)} and {gvj*(Q), Dj Rj+A g (x1+ --- +xq)}vj*(Q)}, and
when S q is dishonest, it is forced to decrypt its inputs again
as in the re-encryption stage.
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S q in the decryption stage also can dishonestly decrypt 2
triples <{g kj*(Q), Dj g (x1+ --- +xq)kj*(Q)}, {g tj*(Q), Rj g (x1+ --+xq)tj*(Q)
}, {g vj*(Q), Dj Rj+A g (x1+ --- +xq)vj*(Q)}> and <{g kh*(Q),
(x1+ --- +xq)k*(Q)
Dh g
}, {g th*(Q), Rh g (x1+ --- +xq)th*(Q)}, {g vh*(Q),
Rh+A (x1+ --- +xq)vh*(Q)
Dh
g
} > to <{g kj*(Q), Γj (q-1)}, {g tj*(Q),
vj*(Q)
Ωj (q-1)}, {g
, j (q-1)}> and <{g kh*(Q), Γ h (q-1)},
th*(Q)
{g
, Ωh (q-1)}, {g vh*(Q), h (q-1)}> that are finally
decrypted into <{g kj*(Q), Γj }}, {g tj*(Q), Ωj }, {g vj*(Q), j }>
and <{g kh*(Q), Γ h }, {g th*(Q), Ωh }, {g vh*(Q), h }}> wh ile not
being detected by the above mechanism. But anyone can
detect this dishonesty because Sq cannot calculate Γ j (q-1),
Ωj (q-1), j (q-1), Γ h (q-1), Ωh (q-1) or h (q-1) so that the
final decryption results satisfy relations Γ jΩj+A = j and
Γ hΩh+A = h .
As the 2nd problem to be considered, data owner Pj
itself may disrupt its data to impute the liability to mix-net
M, and when Pj or S q in the random number generation
stage calculates {g sj*(Q), Rj y *sj*(Q)} or {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)}
in triple <{g aj , Dj y * aj }, {g sj*(Q), Rj y * sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q),
Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)}> dishonestly, the decryption result of the
triple beco mes inconsistent even each mix-server in the reencryption and the decryption stages had behaved
honestly. The proposed mechanism copes with this
problem by identifying entit ies that had behaved
dishonestly as discussed in the next section, i.e. although
Pj or Sq in the random number generation stage can
behave dishonestly, entities liable for the dishonesties are
finally revealed and they are fo rced to reprocess the data
that correspond to the dishonesties.
Then, each mix-server can prove its honest behaviors to
others while maintain ing its decryption key xj and integers
kqj , s qj , t qj and v qj as its secrets. Also, although Pj in the
above discloses not only {g aj , Dj y * aj } but also {g bj , u jy *bj },
Dj uj , {g sj*(Q), Rj y *sj*(Q)} and {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj+Ay * rj*(Q)},
apparently no one other than Pj can know that Pj owns Dj .
In addition even Pj itself cannot identify the
correspondence between triple <{g aj , Dj y * aj }, {g sj*(Q),
Rj y * sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)}> it had put in mix-net M
and triple <{g kj*(Q), Dj }, {g tj*(Q), Rj }, {g vj*(Q), Dj Rj+A }> that
M calculated except cases where Dj is unique to Pj ,
because no one knows integer Rj .

5. Identifications of Entities Liable for
Data Disruptions
Entit ies that had behaved dishonestly can be identified
easily as follows. Firstly, anyone can detect that some
entity is dishonest if Pj or S q had behaved dishonestly.
namely, if Pj or S q constructs {gsj*(Q), Rj y *sj*(Q)} or {g rj*(Q),
Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)} dishonestly in the unknown random nu mber
generation stage, mix-net M decrypts input <{g aj , Dj y * aj },
{g sj*(Q), Rj y * sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)}> to an
inconsistent value, i.e. final decryption result  = <{g kj*(Q),
Γ j }, {y * tj*(Q), Ωj }, {g vj*(Q), j }> does not satisfy relation
Γ j Ωj+A = j , and if S q in the re-encryption stage re-encrypts
<{g kj*(q-1), Dj y* kj*(q-1)} , {g tj*(q-1), Rj y* tj*(q-1)}, {g vj*(q-1),
Dj Rj+A y* vj*(q-1)}> or that in the decryption stage decrypts
<{g kj*(Q), Dj g (x1+x2+ --- +xq)kj*(Q)} , {g tj*(Q), Rj g (x1+x2+ --- +xq)tj*(Q)},
{g vj*(Q), Dj Rj+A g (x1+x2+ --- +xq)vj*(Q)}> dishonestly, product of
S q ’s inputs and that of outputs constitute inconsistent pairs
or final decryption result  becomes inconsistent. Here, in
cases where mix-servers generate inconsistent input output
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pairs, dishonest mix-servers are forced to repeat their reencryptions or decryptions until the pairs become
consistent; therefore all dishonesties are detected as
inconsistent decryption res ults in the 2nd BB. Then,
although a part of procedures require participations of
mix-servers, once inconsistent decryption results are
detected, verifier V can easily identify dishonest mixservers as follows.
Firstly provided that decryption result  in the 2nd BB
is determined as inconsistent, V can identify dishonest
entities by examining behaviors of mix-servers about only
data that correspond to . Dishonest mix-servers in the
decryption stage can be identified based on DiffieHellman scheme [1], namely, for each S q in the decryption
stage, verifier V calcu lates triples <Dj g (x1+x2+ --+xq)kj*(Q)
/Dj g {x1+x2+ --- +x(q-1)}kj*(Q) = qj , Rj g (x1+x2+ --+xq)tj*(Q)
/Rj g {x1+x2+ --- +x(q-1)}tj*(Q) = qj , Dj Rj+A g (x1+x2+ --+xq)vj*(Q)
/Dj Rj+Ag {x1+x2+ --- +x(q-1)}vj*(Q) = qj > and <g kj*(Q)w1 ,
tj*(Q)w2
g
, g vj*(Q)w3 > while generating its secret integers w1 ,
w2 and w3 . After that S q calculates (g kj*(Q)w1 )xq , (g tj*(Q)w2 )xq
and (g vj*(Q)w3 )xq by using its secret key xq , and V
determines S q is honest when relations (qj )w1 =
(g kj*(Q)w1 )xq , (qj )w2 = (g tj*(Q)w2 )xq and (qj )w3 = (g vj*(Q)w3 )xq
hold. If S q that knows xq is honest it is easy to calculate
(g kj*(Q)w1 )xq , (g tj*(Q)w2 )xq and (g vj*(Q)w3 )xq consistently. On
the other hand under the strong RSA assumption it is
computationally infeasible to calculate them consistently
without knowing w1 , w2 , w3 . By the same reason, V cannot
know xq fro m (g kj*(Q)w1 )xq , (g tj*(Q)w2 )xq or (g vj*(Q)w3 )xq either.
Provided that DI(j, q) and DO (j, q) are input and output
pair of mix-server Sq in the re-encryption stage that
corresponds to inconsistent decryption result , dishonest
entities in the re-encryption stage are identified as fo llo ws.
Here last mix-server S Q in the re -encryption stage can
disclose its secret integers kQj , t Qj , and v Qj it had used for
re-encrypting DI(j, Q) while maintaining confidentialities
of individual data, i.e. no one can know other data, also
integers kqj , t qj , and v qj are still secrets of S q for q < Q.
Therefore, V can easily determine whether S Q is honest or
not, i.e. S Q is honest when DI(j, Q) is certainly an output
that SQ-1 had generated and DI(j, Q) is successfully
transformed to DO (j, Q) by kQj , t Qj , v Qj disclosed by SQ and
public key y * . V can determine whether S q (q < Q) is
honest or not in the same way based on integers kqj , t qj and
v qj disclosed by Sq . Also, even when V determines that S1
is dishonest, confidentiality of the data is still maintained
because DI(j, 1) is still encrypted by its owner Pj .
When all mix-servers in the re-encryption stage are
honest,  = <{g kj*(Q), Γ j }, {y * tj*(Q), Ωj }, {g vj*(Q), j }> is
successfully corresponded to input <{g aj , Dj y* aj }, {g sj*(Q),
Rj y * sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj+A y* rj*(Q)}> put by Pj , and to identify
dishonest entities in the unknown random number
generation stage, V asks S Q again to disclose its input and
output pair <G(j, Q-1), H(j, Q-1)>, <{g sj*(Q), Rj y * sj*(Q)},
{g rj*(Q), Dj Rjy * rj*(Q)}>} in the unknown random nu mber
generation stage with its secret integers rQj and sQj , and
examines whether <G(j, Q-1), H(j, Q-1)> is a pair that was
certainly calculated by S Q-1 and its re-encrypted form
coincides with <{g sj*(Q), Rj y* sj*(Q)}, {g rj*(Q), Dj Rj y* rj*(Q)}> or
not when integers rQj and sQj are applied. In the same way,
each S q discloses its input and output pair <G(j, q-1), H(j,
q-1)>, <G(j, q), H(j, q)> with its secret integers rqj and s qj
when S q+1 is determined as honest, and Sq* is identified as

dishonest when its input and output pair <G(j, q * -1), H(j,
q * -1)>, <G(j, q * ), H(j, q * )> is inconsistent. When all mixservers are determined as honest, V determines that Pj had
put inconsistent triple in M fro m the beginning. About
disclosures of rqj and sqj , S q defines different values for
different data; therefore these disclosures bring any
inconvenience to honest data owners or mix-servers.
In the above, when dishonest servers are identified in
the decryption or the re-encryption stage, data Dj owned
by Pj and that was re -encrypted or decrypted dishonestly
can be reprocessed while preserving privacy of Pj , e.g. if
S q in the re-encryption stage is identified as a dishonest
mix-server, verifier V simply asks S q , S q+1 , ---, S Q in the reencryption stage and SQ , S Q-1 , ---, S 1 in the decryption
stage to carry out their re-encryptions or decryptions again.
But when dishonest mix-servers are those in the unknown
random nu mber generation stage or they include 1st mixserver S 1 in the re-encryption stage, although Pj can
preserve its privacy if Dj is not reprocessed, if Dj is
reprocessed anyone can know the correspondence between
Pj and its data Dj , because Dj is newly d isclosed in the 2nd
BB as the reprocessed data. However, in many cases mixservers do not behave dishonestly because mix-servers are
usually configured by authorities that cannot continue
their businesses when their dishonesties are revealed,
therefore Pj can preserve its privacy when it is honest. In
other words, mechanis ms discussed in this paper are
prepared main ly for protecting mix-net M fro m dishonest
entities that claim M is dishonest while generating
inconsistent data by themselves, and usually the above
problem is not serious.

6. Performance
Mechanism

of

the

Proposed

6.1. Numbers of Interactions
Regarding co mputation volumes, schemes based on
approaches adopted in optimistic verifiable mix-nets also
convince verifiers that given pairs of data constitute DDH
pairs without examining the pairs individually [6,7], i.e.
each mix-server S q and verifier V exchange informat ion
about aggregated values of inputs and outputs of S q , and
consequently, computation volumes required for
verifications do not depend on the numbers of data. But V
and mix-server M must interact with each other while
exchanging volume of data that is proportional to the
number of mix-servers.
A distinctive advantage of the proposed mechanism
compared with them is once a value about aggregated
encryption parameters of each mix-server S q (i.e. q =
kq1 +kq2 + --- +kqN ) is disclosed anyone can verify valid ities
of given pairs by itself without any interaction with mixservers. This means that mix-net M can convince all
relevant entities that the pairs are valid without additional
computations even in environments where trustworthy
verifiers cannot be assumed. Different fro m the proposed
mechanis m, if entities in an optimistic verifiable mix-net
cannot trust V as their representative, the mix-net must
carry out same calculat ions for each entity individually
while interacting with it.
As an exception, although procedures in the proposed
mechanis m for identify ing entities liab le for disrupted
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decryption results require interactions between verifiers
and mix-servers, these procedures are carried out only for
inconsistent data when they are detected. Regarding
consistencies of indiv idual decryption results, different
fro m verifications of DDH pairs, each decryption result
must be examined indiv idually, as a consequence the
volume of co mputations for verifying M’s behaviors
increases. But consistency of each decryption result
<{g kj*(Q), Dj }, {g tj*(Q), Rj }, {g vj*(Q), Dj Rj+A }> can be verified
without participations of mix-servers as same as in DDH
pair verifications, i.e. anyone can determine whether Dj , Rj
and Dj Rj+A are consistent or not by calculat ing Dj Rj+A by
itself based on Dj and Rj disclosed in the 2nd BB.
Therefore, verificat ions of individual decryption results do
not require any computation for M. Also they can be
verified in parallel by mu ltip le entities without wait ing
responses from mix-servers, and the perfo rmance of the
proposed mechanism can be maintained.
The unknown random nu mber generation stage that
does not exist in already existing verifiable mix-nets is
also a cause of performance degradation, but when the fact
that any entity can verify correct behaviors of mix-nets by
itself without interacting with mix-servers is considered
many applications can accept this inconvenience.

6.2. Performance against Attacks
It is reported that optimistic verifiab le mix-nets are
weak against relational attacks [11]. Namely, if 2-entities
Ph and Pm find (Dj ) = <{g j , ωy *j }, {g j , ςy* j }, {g j ,
Hj y * j }> that Pj had put in mix-net M (where, ω = g aj and ς
= Dj y * aj ), and generate triples <{g h , (g j )γy *h }, {g h ,
(ωy * j )γ y* h }, {g h , h((g j )γ , (ωy * j )γ )y * h }> and <{g m,
(g j )y *m},
{g  m,
(ωy * j )y * m},
{g m,
h((g j ),
j 
m
(ωy * ) )y * }>, respectively to put them in M, they are
finally decrypted to consistent triples <(g j )γ , (ωy *j )γ ,
h((g j )γ , (ωy * j )γ )> and <(g j ), (ωy * j ), h((g j ), (ωy * j ))>,
therefore Ph and P m can identify their data by examin ing
all decryption results to find pair g jγ and g j that satisfies
relation (g jγ ) = (g j)γ . In addition, (Dj ) is decrypted to
<ω, ς, Hj >, and identified triple <(g j )γ , (ωy * j )γ , h((g j )γ ,
(ωy * j )γ )> is decrypted to ωγ . Then, Ph and Pm can know
Pj ’s data Dj , i.e. Dj is the decrypted form o f trip le <ω, ς,
Hj > that has value ω =(ω γ )1/ as its 1st element.
Here, the reason why optimistic verifiable mix-nets are
weak against relat ional attacks is hash value Hj in the
above is calculated based on the encrypted form of
original data Dj . Namely, entities other than Pj that do not
know the decrypted value of (Dj ) also can generate
consistent triples fro m it. Different fro m verifiable mixnets, entities in the proposed mechanis m cannot generate
consistent encrypted forms without knowing their
decrypted forms; therefore relational attacks can be
avoided.
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decryption results by themselves without interacting with
mix-servers. The scheme also can effectively protect itself
fro m various attacks. Its primary verification procedures
do not examine correct re-encryptions or decryptions of
individual data, and although consistency of decrypted
data must be examined indiv idually, they can be examined
by anyone without communicat ing with mix-servers, i.e. a
set of decryption results can be examined by mult iple
entities in parallel. Therefo re highly efficient e-voting and
e-poll systems, in which decrypted votes and opinions can
be publicly disclosed, can be developed based on the
proposed mix-nets while preserving privacies of
participants and ensuring honest behaviors of authorities.
As future works, inconveniences that privacy of data
owners may be invaded when dishonest entities are
identified in the unknown random nu mber generation
stage must be removed although usually these
inconveniences occur when data owners themselves are
dishonest. A simple solution is to let data owners access
mix-nets anonymously (in the above, data owners are
assumed that they access mix-nets wh ile revealing their
identities). But this solution cannot disable owners of the
disrupted data themselves to know correspondences
between them and their decrypted data in the 2nd BB
because the owners know their inputs that are finally
corresponded to the disrupted outputs. Also, data owner Pj
can know the correspondence between it and its data Dj in
the 2nd BB when Dj is unique to Pj as mentioned in
previous sections. Therefore the proposed scheme cannot
work perfect ly in e-voting systems. Namely, if Dj is a vote
of Pj in an e-voting system, an entity, wh ich is forcing Pj
to abstain fro m voting by casting an unique invalid vote,
can easily confirm whether Pj behaved as it had asked or
not by examining the 2nd BB. To make e-voting systems
more secure, schemes for convincing voters that encrypted
Dj is a vote for a non-winner (a candidate that cannot
acquire enough number of votes) so that election
authorities do not need to decrypt unique votes [15] must
be developed.
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